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 Context…  

Planning & Redevelopment efforts began by gathering 
concrete information through data collection. Since 2012, 
we’ve worked to better understand the city’s inventory of land, 
the scale of blight, the number of vacant buildings and 
abandoned land in Gary, tax collection rates, and property 
ownership citywide.  



 Context…  
Gary has seen a 56% decline in population in the last 50 years. 
 
2010 General Fund budget: $100MM 
2016 General Fund budget: $54MM  
 
The City of Gary Parcel Survey found… 
 
... one in five buildings in Gary is vacant (21%, 6,902 total) 
… nearly two in five buildings in Gary are blighted (37%,12,394 total) 
… 42% of land in Gary is vacant with no structure 
 
Other challenges include… 
 
… one in five properties (nearly 12,000) is on tax sale every single year  
… average city lot size is very small (>.1 acres), making site assembly difficult 
… largest city-owned parcels are brownfields or wetlands 
… tax sale system is manipulated by out of state speculators and lien- 
    purchasing entities leading to a revolving door of ownership, inconsistent tax  
    collection, and continued negligence of vacant buildings  



 Cultivating Tools…  

Existing Plans: Good planning work has already been done by previous 
administrations that speaks to Gary’s challenges, reflects robust community 
input, and provides valuable insight. 
 
University Park Plan (2004)  
Gary Green Link (2005) 
Vision for Broadway (2009) 
Gary Comprehensive Plan (2008) 
Gary’s Smart Growth Ordinance (2010) 
 
…we use existing plans and build upon them with more community input, 
better data, and actionable steps that coalesce elements of this previous 
work.  



 Cultivating Tools…  

Federal Partnerships: Through partnerships with the EPA, HUD, DOT, Dept. 
of Treasury and the Strong Cities Strong Communities (SC2) program, we’ve 
been able to fund demolition, update planning efforts, install green 
infrastructure, modernize zoning codes, and fund brownfield remediation. 
 
Code Enforcement Restructuring: Gary won a 2015 Technical Assistance 
scholarship from the Center for Community Progress (Flint, MI) to identify 
code enforcement inefficiencies, eliminate bureaucracy, and establish a 
data-driven code enforcement program. 
 
Senate Bill 310: Earlier this year, the state assembly passed measures to 
hold serial tax delinquents accountable and enable redevelopment 
commissions to more efficiently divest of property. 
 
Public-Private Partnerships: Garmong, Shrewsberry, AFCO/AvPorts, Taft 
Stettinius & Hollister LLP, and others share both the costs and the benefits 
of a variety of projects to bring more resources to bear. 
 



 Cultivating Tools…  

Code Enforcement Restructuring 
 

Brownfield Remediation Pipeline 
 

Hardest Hit Fund Blight Elimination  
 
Neighborhood-level Planning 
 
Site Assembly 



 The Challenge of Site Assembly…  
A single blighted block: 
 

common parcel size: .07 acres 
common block:    48 parcels 
                  
+/- 48 title reports  
+/- 48 tax deeds acquired  
+/- 48 quiet title actions  
 
Legal fees and associated costs for a tax deed 
donated to the City by Lake County average 
almost $2,000 each after quiet title.  
 
48 x $2,000 = $96,000 
 
2016 Professional Services budget: $110,000   
 



Blight in Gary suffocates the city; hurts legacy 
residents; and destroys growth,  investment and 

job creation opportunities. 
 

Public resources alone are not sufficient to address 
the scale of our challenges.  

 
As the Mayor regularly states:  

Innovation is critical. 

 The status quo is unacceptable… 



 The Next Logical Step… 

… Gary needs a creative, thoughtful, and innovative approach to protect 
legacy residents by combatting blight and transforming the city 
 
… We don’t have the resources to assemble sites at scale, clear title, and do 
the grunt work commensurate with the scale of our challenges 
 
… The next logical step is to find a private sector partner who can assist our 
efforts to revitalize the city 
 

To effect change of real substance, we need up front capital 
investment to advance the Mayor’s vision, and put resources 
into implementing existing and nascent plans while building 
on our progress toward eliminating blight and data-driven 
decision making. 



 Redevelopment’s RFP… 
Negotiations are on-going… and there is a difference between what was 
proposed by MaiaCo and what the Commission is willing to accept.  The 
Commission will negotiate a deal in the best interest of the City and legacy 
residents.  The City is not agreeing to an 80-20 profit sharing agreement.  If 
an agreement cannot be reached to our satisfaction, we will walk away. 

 

Core Principles: 

 

1. The Commission and City are not giving up control of any land. 
 

2. The Commission is not creating exclusivity with regard to revitalization and 
redevelopment efforts in Gary to any one company or private sector group. 
 

3. The Commission is not eliminating or changing the role of the Common Council, 
Plan Commission, or BZA in community planning and/or the approval of proposed 
developments on the land in the project area or anywhere else. 
 

4. Master Planning does not equate to demolition.   



 3 Perpetuating Problems… 

1. A large percentage of property in Gary is abandoned 
 
2. In certain neighborhoods, land has very little market 
value and we have seen little to no investment for decades 
 
3. There is very little contiguous land available for 
meaningful redevelopment – and the land acquisition 
costs are expensive and tedious (the challenge of site 
assembly) 



 Problem #1… 

 

A large percentage of property in Gary is 
abandoned 



 Problem #1… 

www.garycounts.org 

1 in 4 parcels is vacant 
or abandoned… 
 
1 in 5 properties is on 
tax sale every single year 
 
1 in 4 buildings are  
blighted 
 
6,500 abandoned  
buildings 
 
$70MM estimated cost 
to demolish all vacant 
buildings in Gary 
 
 



 Problem #2… 

 
In certain neighborhoods, land has very little 

market value after decades of population 
loss coupled with little to no investment 



 Problem #2: land has little market value 

 = For Sale 
 
 = Foreclosure Auction 
 

Zillow screenshot 7/8/16 



 Problem #2… 

Adding to the Problem: 
 
… Land speculators hoard dilapidated properties 
 
…Deadbeat landlords owe the city and county millions in back 
taxes, endanger public safety, and hurt Gary’s ability to fund 
basic needs in the city 
 
… Dilapidated, abandoned, and neglected properties have 
become public safety risks and degrade the environment 
 
 



 Problem #3… 

There is very little contiguous land available for 
meaningful redevelopment – and the land 
acquisition costs are expensive and tedious  

(the challenge of site assembly) 



 Problem #3… 

No contiguous land = Limited investment opportunity 

…In spite of individual properties being available, there is no contiguous 
land available in the city where investment and redevelopment can take 
place on a meaningful level. 
 
…We hear regularly from brokers representing investors who want large 
lots, but we too often are unable to meet their needs and they choose to 
invest elsewhere. 
 
…The few large properties we have come with serious issues (like 
contamination or wetland designations) that add significant up front costs. 
Developers and investors turn elsewhere. 
 
… The cost to the city to acquire a single blighted block (>4 acres) of 
donated (free) tax delinquent property is nearly $100,000; the market value 
is nearly zero. 
 
 



 Addressing Our Three Problems… 

1. Provide up-front capital investment to advance redevelopment projects 
 
2. Possess expertise in raising capital for development 
 
3. Have the ability to identify, market, and leverage Gary’s 
underperforming assets including vacant land, infrastructure capacity, and 
untapped partnership opportunities 
 
4. Hold an expertise in marketing and communications with the capacity to 
oversee and fund a robust community engagement program to ensure 
residents are engaged and aware of the City’s efforts 

The Redevelopment Commission’s Partner Must: 



 Redevelopment RFP Interest and Response… 

…There was significant interest in the RFP and we received many inquiries 
from a range of potential partners. 
 
… Almost everyone wanted to know about the Redevelopment 
Commission’s budget for implementing the RFP. 
 
… Consistent with the RFP, there is no redevelopment budget beyond 
internal administrative and operating costs.  We are seeking a public-
private partnership where our private sector partner makes significant up 
front capital investment in the City. 
 
… Only one team, MaiaCo, seriously responded and we are currently 
negotiating with them. 



 Recap: Addressing misinformation… 
Negotiations are on-going… and there is a difference between what was 
proposed and what the Commission is willing to accept.  The Commission 
will negotiate a deal in the best interest of the City and legacy residents.  
The City is not agreeing to an 80-20 profit sharing agreement.  If an 
agreement cannot be reached to our satisfaction, we will walk away. 

 

Core Principles: 

 

1. The Commission and City are not giving up control of any land. 
 

2. The Commission is not creating exclusivity with regard to revitalization and 
redevelopment efforts in Gary to any one company or private sector group. 
 

3. The Commission is not eliminating or changing the role of the Common 
Council, Planning Committee or BZA in community planning and/or the approval 
of proposed developments on the land in the project area or anywhere else. 
 

4. Master Planning does not equate to demolition.   


